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Abstract—The growth of wireless communication technologies and sensor technologies, telecare health services based on 
Internet things (IoT) are research focus from many researchers. However, security issue is the top most important focus to be 
solved for the success of IoT based telecare health service. This paper reviews Mahmood et al.’s authentication and 
prescription safety protocol and shows the security weaknesses in it, which is focused on denial of service attack and 
stolen-verifier attack. Furthermore, we propose a secure authenticated key agreement protocol for the safety of authentication 
and prescription for IoT based telecare health services. The proposed protocol efficiently solves the security problems in 
Mahmood et al.’s protocol.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The use of information and communication 
technology for telecare health services enables 
medical personnel and patients to perform the services 
via Internet of things (IoT) [1-3]. Thereby, there are 
tendencies that hospitals and healthcare organizations 
are adopting telecare medical information system 
(TMIS). TMIS can lower medical operating cost with 
improved quality of service and efficiency [4]. In spite 
of these advantages, several challenges should be 
addressed before TMIS can be adopted and deployed 
widely [5]. TMIS is vulnerable to many known 
security attacks, which are built on public networks. 
Medical history and private information of patents are 
maintained carefully by TMIS server and concealed in 
messages transmitted among entities to prevent user’s 
privacy from being disclosed. 
For the security and privacy concerns, there are many 
researches done on TMIS authentication and safe data 
transmission [6-15]. Wu et al. proposed two-factor 
authentication protocol for TMIS [6]. He et al. found 
Wu et al.’s protocol failed to resist insider attack and 
impersonation attack and proposed an improved 
protocol [7]. Wei et al. showed that both of Wu et al.’s 
protocol and He et al.’s protocol suffered from off-line 
dictionary attack and they designed their own protocol 
[8]. Zhu showed Wei et al.’s protocol still suffer from 
off-line dictionary attack [9].  
Recent trends on three party password authentication 
key exchange (3-PAKE) protocol provide mutual 
authentication among patient, doctor and trusted 
server (TS) and hide identities from the adversary [10]. 
IoT can be an appropriate approach to support TMIS 
[11]. Rahimi et al. proposed a user authentication and 
key agreement for fitness-IoT structures [12-13]. Kim 
proposed a freshness preserving non-interactive 
hierarchical key agreement protocol, which is based 
on Bilinear pairing [14]. Recently, Mahmood et al. 
argued that the existing protocols lack in ensuring 

reliable prescription safety along with authentication 
for TMIS [15]. Furthermore, they proposed an 
authentication and prescription safety protocol for 
TMIS.  
This paper reviews Mahmood et al.’s authentication 
and prescription safety protocol and shows the 
security weaknesses focused on denial of service 
attack and stolen-verifier attack. Furthermore, we 
propose a secure authenticated key agreement protocol 
for the safety of authentication and prescription for 
IoT based telecare health services. The proposed 
protocol efficiently solves the security problems in 
Mahmood et al.’s protocol. 
 
II. REVIEW OF MAHMOOD ET AL.’S 

AUTHENTICATION AND PRESCRIPTION 

SAFETY PROTOCOL 
 
This section reviews Mahmood et al.’s authentication 
and prescription safety protocol [15]. The purpose of 
their protocol is to protect patient’s privacy and satisfy 
the security requirements of TMIS. There are four 
phases for the protocol between a new patient (A) to 
doctor/nurse (B) via TS. 

A. Initialization by Patient 
At the beginning, A chooses a random number Rpfrom 
a finite field and computes secret parameters. After 
that, XA is calculated by multiplying random number 
Rpby an elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)-based 
generator P of large order n. Similarly, YAis the 
resultant of Rpand TS’s public key F that is equal to 
dP, where d is random number a from finite field 
selected by TS. For level 1 encryption of security 
credentials, a hash of YA is taken to prepare key HYA. A 
prepares a message MA that contains hash of IDs and 
PWpas A’s password and message authentication code 
(MAC) is used for providing message integrity on TS 
side. A calculates H(PWp||IDA||IDB) and includes PWp 
to keep it more secure. For transmission to the server, 
the patient computes cipher text PA which is encrypted 
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by A’s generated secret key HYAas shown in step (iv). 
After that, a cipher text CA is generated using a 
pre-established key KA−TS. In step (vi), a temporary ID 

as IDA∼Tof the patient is obtained by taking the hash of 

the H(XA, PA, N1) andN1 is used for the current session 

only. The new IDA∼T is never transmitted and can be 

calculated at TS using H(XA, PA, N1) where N1 can be 
extracted after decryption. It encrypts the parameters 
{XA, PA, T1} using KA−TS where, T1 is timestamp. A 

transmits {IDA∼T, CA} to TS for authentication. 

(i) XA = RpP 
(ii)YA = RpF 
(iii) MA = H(PWp||IDA||IDB) 
(iv) PA = EHYA(IDA||MA||N1||MAC(MA)||IDB) 
(v) CA = EKA−TS(XA||PA||T1) 

(vi) IDA∼T= {H(XA, PA , N1)} 
B. Verification at TS 

Upon receiving {IDA∼T, CA} from A, TS decrypts 
the cipher text CA to get (XA||PA||T1). It also 
checks the message freshness by taking the 
difference from T1 to guard against replay 
attacks. After that, TS computes the temporary 
key of the patient by multiplying the received XA 

with d which was pre-generated by TS as YA’= 
dXA. To verify whether the message is original, 
TS computes A’s masked identity as RpF= RpdP= 
dXA. It also decrypts PA to obtain security 
credentials, including IDA, MA, N1, MAC(MA), 
and IDB. The hash of these values is calculated as 
MA’=H(PWp||IDA||IDB) and is then compared to 
verify the equality of MAand MA’to ensure 
message integrity. Otherwise, the message is 
discarded. MAC(MA) provides data integrity for 
MA. TS computes the following steps. 
(i) Decrypt CA using KA−TS to get {(XA||PA||T1)} 
(ii) Computer YA’=dXA 
(iii) Decrypts PA using KH(YA) to get {IDA, MA, N1, 

MAC(MA), IDB} 
(iv) Compute MA’=H(PWp||IDA||IDB) 
(v) If verify (MAC’(MA) != MAC(MA)) then discard 
(vi) If MA NOT equals MA’then discard message 

C. TS-based Mutual Authentication of B&A 
After verification, TSpicks a random numberRTs 

andthen computes ZTS = H(IDTS||IDB||RTs) using 
identities of B and TS. It also generates a nonce N2 to 
get its hash with identities of communicating parties A 
and B. After that, TS calculates XOR of hash value 
with ZTS to get a new temporary ID for B. The value of 
CTS is obtained by encrypting (IDA||ZTS||T2||N2) using 
the pre-established key KTS−B. TS transmits the 
temporary identity IDB~Tand cipher text CTS to B. 
(i)ZTS = H(IDTS||IDB||RTs) 

(ii) IDB∼T = ZTSXOR {H(IDB||IDA||N2)} 
(iii)CTS = EKTS-B(IDA||ZTS||T2||N2||IDB~T) 

TS → B :{IDTS, CTS} 

B receives the message {IDTS, CTS} and decrypts it 
to get the other party’s prescription details and TS 
validity by computing the set time stamp threshold 
value, nonce number, received masked-ID values, and 
decrypted message using the pre-share key from TS. 
At each end, entity EKTSis used as a key to encrypt 
secure credentials in addition to MAC and the hash 
function application to make them more secure. 
(i) Decrypt using KTS−B to get {(IDA||ZTS|| T2|| N2)} 

(ii) If {ZTS XOR {H(IDB||IDA||N2)}} NOT equals IDB∼T 

then discard 
(iii) XB = RBP, YB = RBF 
(iv) MB = H(PWB||IDTS||IDB) 
(v) PB = EHYB(IDB||MB||N3||MAC(MB)||IDTS) 
(vi) CB = EKB−TS(XB||PB||T3) 

B → TS :{IDB∼T, CB} 

TS receives the message {IDB∼T, CB} and decrypts it 
to get (XB||PB||T3). After that, TS computes YB’= 
dXBwhich is equal to dRBP= RBdP= RBF = YB 

calculated at B. It further decrypts PB to get IDB, MB, 
N3, MAC(MB) and IDTS, as illustrated in steps below. 
After that, TS verifies the message’s integrity by 
computing and comparing the hash of the message. 
Finally, it computes the common parameters CPA and 
CPB for both parties and forwards them to A and B for 
session key computation. 
(i) Decrypt CB to get [(XB||PB||T3)] 
(ii) Computes YB’=dXB 
(iii) Decrypt PB to get [(IDB||MB||N3||MAC(MB)||IDTS)] 
(iv) Calculate MB’= H(PWB||IDTS||IDB) 
(v) If MB’ NOT equals MB then drop message 
(vi) CPA = {EHYA’(XB||IDA||IDB||YA’||N1)} 
(vii) CPB ={EHYB’(XA||IDA||IDB||YB’||N1)} 

TS → A :{IDA∼T, CPA}  

TS → B :{IDB∼T, CPB} 
D. Participant Validation and Common Session 
Key Generation  
A decrypts CPA, verified by its own nonce and 

MAC which provide integrity and validity of TS and 
the message. The common parameters generated by 
TS are transmitted securely on each end. Upon 
receiving the secret credentials, the participating 
parties first verify message integrity and authority by 
verifying YA’ and YB’, respectively. After that, MAC, 
nonce, TS-ID, and the time stamp are also used for 
double-checking the source’s integrity before 
processing secret credentials. After successful 
validation of both parties’ identities and that of TS, 
participants start to compute the common key.  

 
III. SECURITY WEAKNESSES ON MAHMOOD 

ET AL.’S PROTOCOL 
 
This section shows two security weaknesses on 
Mahmood et al.’s protocol. They are denial of service 
attack and stolen-verifier attack.  
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E. Denial of service attack  
Mahmood et al.’s protocol uses a temporary ID for 

the patient, which provides message freshness based 
on session different timestamp T1. The usage of the 
temporary ID is for person anonymity of the patient, 
which claimed to be one of important factor of 
Mahmood et al.’s protocol. 
TS should always reject any legal patient A’s request 
in Mahmood et al.’s protocol. The reason is that TS 
requires to decipher CA to get (XA||PA||T1) at 
verification phase. However, to decipher the cipher 
text, TS should choose any pre-share key with the 
targeting patient after identifying the patient based on 

IDA∼T. However, TS could not know the real patient 

with IDA∼T, which is obtained by taking the hash 
operation of XA, PAand N1. Thereby, there is only 
possibility that TS rejects the legal patient’s 
authentication requests, which results in denial of 
service.  
The reason for the possibility of denial of service 
attack against Mahmood et al.’s protocol is that the 
protocol provides no method that TS could distinguish 
the message owner.  

F. Stolen-verifier attack  
Mahmood et al.’s protocol uses password to 

authenticate legal user and pre-shared secret key to 
provide secrecy of authentication and prescription 
safety. However, there are not small number of users 
for TMIS and thereby, Mahmood et al.’s protocol 
requires to use and keep verifier for the password and 
the pre-shared secret key. 

The verification phase requires TS to decrypt CA to 
get (XA||PA||T1) by using KA−TS. Furthermore, the phase 
also requires TS to compute MA’=H(PWp||IDA||IDB), 
which requires to know the passwordPWp of the 
patient, for the validity verification to authenticate the 
patient.  
The stolen-verifier attack means that an adversary who 
steals the password-verifier from the server can use it 
directly to masquerade as a legitimate user in a user 
authentication execution [16]. Note that the main 
purpose of an authentication protocol against the 
stolen-verifier attack is to reduce the immediate 
danger to user authentication. In fact, an adversary 
who has the verifier may further mount a guessing 
attack on it and success on Mahmood et al.’s protocol. 
The reason for the possibility of stolen-verifier attack 
against Mahmood et al.’s protocol is that the protocol 
needs to keep secret information in a verifier table so 
that TS could efficiently authenticate and keep 
prescription safety. 
 
IV. SECURE AUTHENTICATED KEY 

AGREEMENT PROTOCOL 
 
This sectionproposes a secure authenticated key 
agreement protocol for IoT based TMIS. The proposed 
protocol is consisted of four phases: setup phase, 
registration phase, login phase andauthenticated key 

agreement phase. 
G. Setup Phase 
TS performs system setup for the enhanced secure 

authenticated key agreement protocol. First of all, TS 
selects an elliptic curve S over Eq and a generator P of 
S, where q is a large order n. Also, TS selects a bilinear 
map ê :G1╳G1→ G2. TS selects a secure one-way hash 
functions h(ꞏ): {0,1}* → {0,1}l, where l is the length of 
output, selects its own random number d and computes 
its public key F = ê(d, P).  Finally, TS publishes <E, P, 
F, h(ꞏ), ê(ꞏ) > as the system parameters. 

H. PatientRegistration Phase 
When a patientA wants to register with TS, this 

phase is necessary to be performed through a secure 
channel as follows.  

 
Step 1: A selects his (or her) identity IDA and sends it to 

TS. 
Step 2: TS computes VA = h(IDTS||IDA||d) and 

issuesasmart card for Awhich stores { E, P, F, 
h(ꞏ), ê(ꞏ), IDTS, IDB }. 

Step 3: A computes WA = IDA⨁PWA, V1 = VA⨁WA and 
V2 = h(WA) by using his (or her) identity IDA 

and password PWA. After that, A deletes VA 

from the memory of the smart card and writes 
{ V1, V2 } on it. 

I. Doctor/Nurse Registration Phase 
Doctor/nurseB registration is the same as patient 

registration as follows 
 

Step 1: Bselects his (or her) identity IDB and sends it to 
TS. 

Step 2: TS computes VB = h(IDTS||IDB||d) 
andissuesasmart card for B which stores { E, P, 
F, h(ꞏ), ê(ꞏ), IDTS, IDA}.  

Step 3: B computes WB = IDB⨁PWB, V3 = VB⨁WB and 
V4 = h(WB) by using his (or her) identity IDB 

and password PWB. After that, B deletes 
VBfrom the memory of the smart card and 
writes { V3, V4 } on it. 

J. Login Phase 
When A wants to communicate toB, A performs this 

login phase with TS. The details of this phase are as 
follows. 

 
Step 1: A inputs IDA and PWA. A’s smart card computes 

WA’ = IDA⨁PWA and checks whether V2equals 
to h(WA’). If not, the smart card stops the phase. 

Step 2: Otherwise, A’s smart card chooses a random 
number RA and computes XA = ê(RA, P), YA = 
ê(RA, F)  ⨁ IDA, VA’ = V1 ⨁ WA’, MA = 
h(VA||IDA||IDB) and PA = EKA-TS(MA|| IDB). And 
then, sends the message <XA, YA, PA> to TS 
through a public channel.  

K. Authenticated Key Agreement Phase 
Step 1: After TS receives the message <XA, YA, PA>, it 

computes IDA’ = YA⨁ ê(d, XA) and decrypts 
PA using KA-TS. Then, TS computes 
MA’=h(VA||IDA’||IDB) and checks whether 
h(VA||IDA’||IDB) equals to MA. If not, TS stops 
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the request. Otherwise, TS chooses a random 
number RTS and computesZTS = 
h(IDTS||IDB||RTS),  IDB-T= ZTS ⨁ h(IDB||IDA) 
andCTS = EKB-TS(IDA||ZTS||IDB-T). Then, TS 
sends the message <XA, CTS > to B. 

Step 2: Upon receiving<XA, CTS > fromTS, B decrypts 
CTS using KB-TS. After that, B computes ZTS 

⨁ {h(IDB||IDA)} and checks if ZTS 

⨁ h(IDB||IDA) equals to IDB-T. If not, this 
session is aborted.  

Step 3: Otherwise, B chooses a random number 
RBandcomputes XB = ê(RB, P), YB= ê(RB, 
F)  ⨁IDB, VB’ = V3 ⨁WB’,TB = ê(RB, XA), 
SKB= h(TB||IDA||IDB), MB= 
h(VB’||IDA||IDB||KB-TS), S= h(SKB||IDA||IDB) 
and PB= EKB-TS(MB||S|| IDTS) and sends the 
message <XB, YB, PB> to TS through a public 
channel.  

Step 4: After TS receives the message <XB, YB, PB>, 
it computes IDB’=YB  ⨁  ê(d, XB) 
anddecryptsPB using KB-TS. Then, TS 
computes MB’=h(VB||IDB||IDA||KB-TS) and 
checks whether h(VB||IDB||IDA||KB-TS) equals 
to MB. If not, TS stops the request. Otherwise, 
TS computes CPA = EKA-TS(XB||S ||IDA||IDB) and 
forwards them to Afor session key 
computation, respectively.  

Step 5: Upon receiving < CPA> from TS, A decrypts 
CPA using KA-TS. After that, A computes TA = 
ê(RA, XB), SKA = h(TA||IDA||IDB) and 
S’=h(SKA||IDA||IDB) and checks if S’ equals 
to S.If not, the session is terminated. 
Otherwise, A and B could get the secure 
authenticated session key for telecare health 
service. 

 
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 
This section provides security analysis focused on 
password guessing attack, replay attack, stolen-smart 
card attack and user anonymity.  
 

L. Password Guessing Attack  
Intheregistrationphase,the 

patient'spasswordPWAare used in WAbut not 
transmitted to TS. Although the privileged-insider of 
TS can obtain the registration message, it is unable 
them to know the registration entity's sensitive 
password because it isperformed only by the 
registration entity. Moreover, deriving the password 
from VA stored in the smart card is equal to 
implementing the brute-force attack to crack the 
one-way hash function. Thereby, the proposed 
protocol is strong against password guessing attack. 

M. Replay Attack  
The usage of random numbers and timestamps is 

common solution for preventing replay attack in the 
authentication process. The messages <XA, YA, PA>, 
<CTS >, <XB, YB, PB >, <CPA >contain freshly generated 
random numbers in the proposed protocol. 

Furthermore, these random numbers are also 
embedded in the protected messages XA = ê(RA, P), YA 

= ê(RA, F) ⨁IDA, CTS = EKB-TS(IDA||ZTS||T2|| IDB-T). Thus, 
each participant needs to check the freshness of the 
message to cope from the replay attack. Hence, the 
proposed protocol discards the possibility of replay 
attack.  

N. Stolen-Smart Card Attack  
Suppose that an attacker get an smart card lost from a 

user and could read the stored parameters { E, P, F, 
h(ꞏ), ê(ꞏ) }. Then, the attacker could try to impersonate 
A or B to successfully login to TS. However, in the 
proposed protocol, the attacker cannot guess any 
candidate identity and password at the same time and 
compute V1 andV2. The way for the attacker to learn 
password is to find out the correct pair (IDA, PWA) 
such that V2 = h(WA). In the proposed protocol, we 
assume the probability of guessing IDA composed of 
exact l characters and PWAcomposed of exact m 
characters is approximately 1/(26l+6m). This probability 
is negligible, and the attacker has no feasible way to 
derive IDA and PWA in polynomial time. Thereby, the 
proposed protocol is safe from the stolen-smart card 
attack. 

O. User Anonymity  
Basedonthedesignoftheproposedprotocol,theexcelle

ntpropertyofuseranonymitycanbeguaranteedateveryph
ase.Weusedmaskingfortherealidentity via a public 
channel, and no attacker can compromise user's real 
identity by launching security attacks. First, in the 
login phase, patient's real identity is included in YA = 
ê(RA, F) ⨁IDA.Thus, the attacker cannot reveal IDA 

without using d to XA due to elliptic curve discrete 
logarithm problem. Also, all of the identities are 
transmitted in cipher format instead of plaintext, and 
these identities will be randomized at each new session. 
As a result, the proposed protocol can provide user 
anonymity. 
 
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
This section provides performance analysis of the 
proposed protocol in terms of the computation 
complexities focused on the login phase and the 
authenticated key agreement phase only. We thus 
present a performance evaluation to compare the 
proposed protocol to Mahmood et al.’s protocol [15]. 
We present a comparison of the computational costs, 
and measure the execution time. The computational 
analysis of an authentication protocol is generally 
conducted by focusing on operations performed by 
each party within the protocols. Therefore, for analysis 
of the computational costs, we concentrated on the 
operations that are conducted by the parties in the 
network: namely a patient and a server. In order to 
facilitate the analysis of the computational costs, we 
define three notations, Th, Ts and Te, where This for the 
time to execute a one-way hash operation, Tsis the time 
to compute a symmetric key encryption or decryption 
and Teis for the time to compute an encryption or 
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decryption operation in ECC-160 algorithm.  
In addition, in order to achieve accurate measurement, 
we performed an experiment. This experiment was 
performed using the Crypto++ Library[17] on a 
system using the 64-bits Windows 7 operating system, 
3.2 GHz processor, 4 GB memory, Visual C++ 2013 
Software, the SHA-1 hash function, the AES 
symmetric encryption/decryption and the ECC-160 
operation. According to our experiment, This nearly 
0.0002 seconds on average, Tsis nearly 0.0087 seconds 
and Teis nearly 0.6 seconds, respectively. 
 

 
Table 1. Performance comparisons 

 
Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of the 
computational cost among the related protocols. In 
addition, even though the proposed protocol has a bit 
of computational overhead than Mahmood et al.’s 
protocol,the proposed protocol assures higher security 
and privacy, and affords resistance to the most 
well-known attacks, while providing functionality. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper first reviewed Mahmood et al.’s 
authentication prescription safety protocol and showed 
two security weaknesses. They were denial of service 
attack and stolen-verifier attack. Finally, we proposed 
a secure authenticated key agreement protocol for the 
safety of authentication and prescription for IoT based 
telecare health services. From the security analysis, we 
can argue that the proposed authenticated key 
agreement protocol efficiently solves the security 
problems in Mahmood et al.’s protocol. 
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